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Introduction
Overview of BDsM
Overview of BDsM

BDsM stands for Bondage and Discipline, Dominance and Submission, Sadism and

Masochism. It is an acronym that encompasses a wide variety of activities and practices

which are consensual, erotic in nature and sometimes sexual. BDSM can involve a range

of activities from light bondage and spanking to more intense activities such as

suspension and whipping. In some BDSM relationships, there is a power exchange

between partners and this can range from being very subtle to extremely intense.  The

reason that I write the acronym as BDsM instead of BDSM is that this better represents

that power exchange/ authority transfer part of the experience.

BDsM provides ways for people to express desires and eroticism consensually . It can be

an incredibly rewarding experience for those involved, as it allows for the exploration of

trust, communication, and respect between partners and also provides peak

experiences. BDSM can also be used as a healing tool to help people who have

experienced traumatic sexual violence to gain mastery over these experiences by re-

enactment or exploring similar sensations in an environment where they have the

control and where consent is clear.

For couples looking to explore BDsM, excellent communication is the key to fantastic

experiences. Discussing boundaries, rules, and consent before engaging in any practice

is essential.  Boundaries help to provide physical and emotional safety and are part of

any new experience.
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When exploring BDsM, it is not just about sex.  In fact, for some people, it is not about sex

at all.  BDSM is about consent, communication, trust, respect, sensation and peak

experiences.  Couples engaging in BDSM often report that their relationship deepens

and their connection becomes more intense.

Preparing to Talk to Your Partner
Everyone wants to share their desires and fantasies without fear of judgment.   First,

identify your desires.  This may be easy if you have had fantasies for many years or if you

have been exploring by yourself.  If you are not clear, start by looking at erotica and

seeing what actually turns you on.  It is far easier to share your desires with a partner

when you are able to describe them clearly and without shame.

If you are having trouble talking about your desires because you fear that you will be

rejected or because you feel ashamed of them, consider talking with a coach or a

therapist to help you get rid of your shame and become more con�dent speaking about

your desires.

Creating a Safe Space

Start by making sure the time is safe.  Having a conversation when your partner is about

to leave for work is not likely to turn out well.  Make sure your partner is aware that you

want to have a conversation about your desires.  

Create a safe atmosphere.  Make sure that you won't be interrupted or overheard.  Turn

o� your phone ringer and noti�cations.  Let people know that you are busy.  If you are in a

shared home, put a do not disturb sign on the door.  
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While having the conversation at a restaurant may seem like a good idea because it is a

lovely environment or because it is neutral ground, there isn't a lot of privacy at a

restaurant so it is likely to inhibit what you discuss since you are essentially in public.  If

you are not comfortable being at each other's home because you are early in your

dating, have the conversation outside somewhere at a park or in the garden, where you

can have some privacy but still be in a more public setting.

Make this a judgement free zone.  Agree with your partner that there will be no 'ick' or

'yuck' or disgust faces.  If you are not interested in what they are interested in, you will

just politely decline.  It is easier to keep neutral if you are not creating a mental image of

what the person is telling you about.  Focus your role attention on your partner.  If you

have trouble doing this, practice with a friend until you can hear things without showing

your reaction on your face.

What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas:

Agree that you are not going to talk about what is shared with you with other people.  If

you feel a need for input from someone else, talk with a professional - a coach or a

therapist.

Talking to Your Partner About BDsM
Having set up the safe space and time, the conversation starts here.

Setting the Tone
When it comes to talking about BDsM with your partner, it is important to set the tone.

The tone should be one of openness, respect, and acceptance, so that both of you can

feel comfortable discussing the topic.

https://drloribethbisbey.com/
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When discussing BDsM, it’s important to stay away from judgmental language, and

focus on understanding each other’s perspectives. Avoid making assumptions and be

mindful of your partner’s boundaries and limits. Respect that BDSM is a personal journey

and that each person’s experience is di�erent.

One way to create an open and safe space is to start by sharing your own experiences. If

one partner has more experience with BDsM than the other, they can provide

information on topics that are unfamiliar to the other. This will help you both understand

each other’s desires and boundaries.

Communication is key. Make sure that you actively listen to each other and express your

feelings honestly. If you �nd yourself getting uncomfortable or overwhelmed, take a

break. It’s important to take your time to process the conversation and to ensure that

both of you feel heard.

Finally, make sure that you are both in agreement about about boundaries and limits

before engaging in BDSM activities. This will help you both enjoy without fear or anxiety.

Remember that consent is the key to all parts of BDsM.

Exploring Your Own Interests
Exploring Your Own Interests

Before you start talking to your partner about BDsM, it is important to take the time to

explore your own interests and desires. This could mean reading up on BDsM and

researching di�erent BDsM activities and practices. It could also mean taking the time to

re�ect on what you �nd exciting and what kind of BDsM activities you may be interested

in.
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You may �nd it helpful to create a list of the BDsM activities that you are interested in

exploring. This list can serve as a starting point when you talk to your partner. It can also

give you a reference point when you are discussing BDsM activities to ensure that both

partners are comfortable with the activities that are being discussed.  Some people

create lists of activities that they have experienced and liked, have experienced and

didn't like, want to experience and de�nitely don't want to experience.  This can be a

great way to start making sense of this very broad area and can guide multiple

conversations with your partner.

If you explore your desires on your own, it often makes it easier to know what your hard

limits (things you absolutely won't do) are and what your soft limits (things you might be

willing to try but are unsure about) are.

Afraid Your Partner Will Completely Reject the Things You Desire

One way to check your partner's willingness to even consider engaging in the kinks you

desire is by sharing erotica with them.  You can test out their responses by watching an

erotic movie with them that contains the activities you desire.  For example, you could

watch the Story of O together to see their response to dominance, to impact play (whips,

�ogging).   You can listen to erotica together.  There are a number of podcasts and

audiobooks that are erotic in nature.  You could recommend they read a story that you

like or a book that you like and then ask what they think of the story.   All of these will

give you an idea of your partner's response before you raise the subject of wanting to

engage in these activities with them.

Having the Conversations
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A �rst conversation might be a discussion of your desires and willingness to explore

BDsM.  It might also include de�nitions of BDsM.   It is a good time to talk about what you

each know and what your prior experience has been.  If you have been in a long-term

relationship with each other and never discussed BDsM before, one or both of you may

have anxiety that a desired kink or fetish will be rejected.  If you have set up your safe

space and set the tone for the discussion, this should provide reassurance that outright

rejection will not be the response.

In a second conversation, you can discuss the areas that interest you both and start to

explore the areas that you might approach together.  This is often where negotiation

begins.  This is a time to talk about hard limits.  If you have lists of activities, this is a good

time to look at them together and look at where your interests agree.  I �nd it useful for

couples to make a joint list that includes these sections: De�nitely want to try together,

De�nitely don't want to try together, Maybe try together.  If you are not monogamous,

you can add the sections: Do with someone else, Don't do with other people.

Next establish what clear enthusiastic consent looks like and establish safe words and

safe actions.  Safe words let your partner know that you want the action to stop

immediately.  It is useful to have a safe sign or action in case you are unable to speak (for

example, you have a gag in your mouth).  

Establish what you will need to explore the activities you have put on your 'de�nitely do

together' list.  Where will you explore these things - at home? a play party? a public

club/dungeon?  Do you need implements?  (If so you might go shopping together for

them which is an exciting activity in itself.)

Explaining Your Interests
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When talking about your interests, aim to be clear, honest, and direct. Speak from the

heart, and be clear about your intentions. It's important to share why the BDsM lifestyle

appeals to you and how it aligns with your values. Explain how engaging in BDsM

activities can bring you closer together as a couple, and how it can be bene�cial to both

of you.

It's also a good idea to talk about any worries or fears that you have. It's important to be

honest and open about any reservations you have, so that your partner can understand

your concerns. This will help create an atmosphere of trust and understanding, and

make it easier to communicate.

It's also helpful to talk about any potential risks involved in engaging in BDsM activities.

Be prepared to discuss any safety concerns and make sure to talk about the importance

of consent and communication. It's also important to make sure that both of you

understand the BDsM activities that you want to explore.  Be clear about any safety risks

and make sure to research these fully.

BDsM is not a one-size-�ts-all activity. Everyone has di�erent desires, interests, and

boundaries when it comes to BDsM. Negotiation is essential so that all parties have a

great experience.  

Is this a once in a while practice or a lifestyle?
For some people, BDsM is a set of activities they enjoy once in a while for a change of

pace.  Often these people either don't engage in power exchange as a central part of the

activity.  For example, they might decide exactly what will happen, who will be the

person giving the sensations and who will be receiving the sensations.  
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For some people, the most important part of BDsM is the Ds (dominance submission)

part - the power exchange.  For these people, the activities engaged in may not be

decided in advance as it is up to the Dominant person to decide what will happen.

 Boundaries and limits are negotiated in advance and the person who is in charge will

choose from activities within those boundaries.  There is a start point and an end point to

the power exchange.  

For some people, this is a lifestyle.  They engage in BDsM on an ongoing basis in their

relationships. In these cases, negotiations are much more protracted.

Consent Mistakes and Violations
A consent mistake is when someone pushes a boundary or limit,
does something that wasn't speci�cally consented to but does
so by mistake or accident.
In these situations, the person didn't understand the boundary in the �rst place or the

person misinterprets a sign or signal and oversteps the mark.  It is essential to deal with

these situations quickly and clearly.  It is useful to talk about what will happen if there is a

consent mistake in advance and how the person will make amends so that everyone

feels safe again.

A consent violation is when someone does something that they
do not have consent to do.  This is sometimes intentional and
other times the result of a belief that pushing a limit is
acceptable.
In these situations, there is an intention to do what a person wants without reference to

consent.  These situation can be di�cult to mend as trust is broken and it can be di�cult

to �gure out how to make a situation safe again.   Again talking about this in advance is

essential to establish safe and clear guidelines and boundaries.
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Safe Sane and Consensual versus Risk Aware Consensual Kink versus Personal

Responsibility in Consensual Kink

SSC is not used much amongst people who practice BDsM these days as safe is a

relative term and sane is a problematic term.  RACK highlights that a person is aware of

the risks they are taking and understands that nothing in life is completely safe and that

they do so with consent.  PRICK highlights the person's individual responsibility to

understand the risks in any particular situation and to make decisions based on their

understanding and their level of comfort with risk.

Some activities, like breath play, are simply not safe.  There are ways to mitigate the risk

in breath play but no way to make it safe.  It is one of the least safe activities that people

engage in and yet one of the activities that has been popularised in the media and that

many people enjoy.   Talking with your partner about these risks clearly is essential

before engaging in risky play.  It is important to have a plan to deal with risks if things go

wrong.  For example, for both of you to be trained in CPR and First Aid, making sure to

have all the �rst aid things to hand in case of a problem.

Discussing whether penetrative sex, genital sex or genital contact will happen is also an

important part of a negotiation about BDsM activities.  If there will be penetrative sex or

genital contact, a discussion about safe sex is essential to prevent or lower the risk of

disease transmission.

Authority Transfer/ Power Exchange
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All relationships involve a power dynamic.  In traditional marriages, often the man is

considered the 'head of the household' and the woman is responsible for children and

taking care of the home.  In BDsM, the power exchange or authority transfer is deliberate

and consensual.  I use authority transfer because people always keep their power.  If I

give you the keys to my car, you take authority over it but I still own the car.  Negotiated

authority transfer means that the parties are speci�c about who holds the authority over

what and for how long.  In BDsM, some of the excitement can be giving up authority to

another person who will make the decisions about what happens and when.  Giving up

control can be exciting and also can be a relief for people who have control all the time.

 People who are in high powered positions or who supervise or are responsible for other

people - their well-being, the outcome of their activities can �nd giving up control

extremely relaxing.  In some relationships, the roles are �xed - eg the dominant is

always the dominant. In others, the roles are variable so negotiating when the roles

switch is important as well.

All negotiation happens between equals.  Authority transfer is suspended during

negotiating.  There needs to be a space for all people to speak as equals about their

concerns, upsets, limits and desires.

Aftercare
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Aftercare is the time where both parties come back to normal after the BDsM experience

(which is often a peak experience).  As many of these experiences are intense, taking the

time to come back into the everyday world can be important for many people.  People

sometimes experience intense emotion during the scene and also some people

experience intense emotion after the scene.  It is often not easy to predict the emotional

response to something you have not done before.  People can be triggered into past

trauma.  They can be overwhelmed by the intensity of the physical experience,

emotional experience.  People can experience catharsis as a result of some of these

activities.  

Aftercare can include self-care, care by the other partner, and care from other people.

 Aftercare can vary from person to person and from scene to scene.  If you are new to

BDsM, it is best to have an aftercare plan negotiated prior to any experience.

Drop is experienced by many people. Drop is when a person comes down from peak

experience.  Many BDsM experiences produce a spike in a variety of neurotransmitters

and when these levels return to normal, people experience drop.  In this case, it is

physiological.  People can also experience drop emotionally when moving from peak

experiences/space to daily life.  In order to minimise the negative e�ects of drop, make

sure that a person is well hydrated, has some food to equalise blood sugar and help

ground (so comfort food is good), is warm and comfortable, has a safe space to rest.    A

safe space to talk about the experience will also help with drop.  Some people like

reminders of the peak experience around them as well or like to talk with others who

have had the same or similar experiences.

Self-care is useful for aftercare.  Engage in activities that make you feel nurtured and

good.  Get adequate nutrition, rest, hydration. Minimise alcohol and drug use.
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Remember that both the dominant person and the submissive person may need

aftercare and that aftercare looks di�erent for every person.  Dominant people may need

reassurance that they are still cared for and loved particularly if they have been giving

out pain as part of their role in the scene.  

Arranging after care with a neutral party can help when a scene is particularly intense

and when parties are concerned as to how their partner will view them after the scene.  

This person should be someone who is able to listen to the details without bias so

preferably someone who is experienced with BDsM.

As a couple, a good aftercare activity is to engage in something together that is non-

contentious and that is nurturing to you as a couple.  Making a meal together or ordering

a meal and eating together, watching a loved movie, playing a game together, going for

a walk in nature or with your pets are all good activities to help with reconnecting in your

ordinary daily life as a couple.

A few days later, scheduling a talk to debrief and decide where you would like to go

from here is a good idea.

Summary

Talking about BDsM can be a daunting prospect for couples, but it doesn’t have to be.

This guide has provided you with an overview of the subject, as well as tips on how to

approach the conversation with your partner. 
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Potential risks associated with BDsM, include the possibility of physical injury or

emotional harm. Having good ground rules, boundaries and excellent communication

will help to mitigate these risks.  Bene�ts of BDsM include a deeper connection, better

physical intimacy, a multilayered intimate relationship, better sexual satisfaction.

Education about BDsM will inform your conversations.  If you have shame around your

desires, a conversation with a coach or therapist who is kink knowledgable can help to

make talking to your partner easier.  Sometimes it is useful to have a kink knowledgable

professional help you and your partner to navigate your �rst few conversations about

BDsM.

Making time to talk regularly in a safe space is essential to great couples relationships

and especially important when you are engaging in BDsM.   Establishing boundaries,

safe words, limits, and roles will help make your experience together one that brings

you closer and provides you both with satisfaction.

Resources
I provide a compilation of podcasts on kink, fetish and BDsM from my A to Z of Sex®

podcast along with a playbook of questions and space for notes to help you navigate

these conversations. This also includes a recommended book list. This can be purchased

here.

For deeper work on your Ds relationship, you can take my self-guided course  with

included coaching or join the 6 month group exploring BDsM   

here

here. 

If you are ready to explore in a session, purchase and intro or a two hour

breakthrough session

 here 

 here.

https://drloribethbisbey.thrivecart.com/bdsmpodcasts/
https://drloribethbisbey.thrivecart.com/bdsmcourse/
https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/://drloribethbisbey.thrivecart.com/ds-in-bdsm-group/
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=18361024&appointmentType=16206579
https://drloribethbisbey.thrivecart.com/laser-coaching-session/



